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We analyse the accuracy with which the eigensystem of a nearly-completely decom- 
posable stochastic matrix may be expressed as a function of the eigensystems of its prin- 
cipal submatrices and of the maximum degree of coupling between these submatrices. 
1. Introduction 
We are cons,idering stochastic matrices which, by identical permutations 
of rows and columns, can be re-arranged so that all their large elements lie 
inside a string of principal submatrices. 
Such matrices were qualified by Simon and Ando [ 6 ] as nearly-com- 
pletely decomposable matrices. They showed that the eigensystems of 
such matrices are specially well suited to be approximated, by a technique 
of variable aggregation, as functions of the eigensystems of the principal 
submatrices. This Simon-Ando approximation has already received much 
attention in studies concerned with the analysis of the dynamic behaviour 
of models in Social Sciences, Econometrics, Physics, .+. . Further work by 
Simon [ 51, Ando and others [ 11 demonstrates the importance of ihese ap- 
plication fields; more recently, this approximation has also been used in 
the analysis of Computer System models [ 31. 
Courtois [2] analyzed the accuracy of the Simon-Ando approximation, 
* We are indebted to R. DevilJers and to a referee for helpiul comments. 
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expressing this accuracy as a function of the maximum degree of coupling 
between the principal submatrices, the conditioning and the indecompo- 
sability of these submatrices. This analysis used the perturbation theory 
based on Gerschorin’s theorems and developed by Wilkinson [ 73. 
Here we analyze this accuracy by the direct approach, based on power 
coefficient identification in the equilibrium equations expressed as func- 
tions of the degree of’ coupling.. 
2. Definitions and notations 
Assuming that A, B, C, . . . is a ytA, nB, nC, ;.. partition over the row and 
column indices of an II X n matrix M, we denote by M(A X B) the IQ XQ 
submatrix of M consisting of those elements of M at the intersection of 
rows A and columnsB. 
I(A) denotes the ~1~ X nA identity matrix. When the size is yt, we simply 
write I. 
All vectors are supposed to be rwo-vectors, column-vectors being speci- 
I’ied by the transpose upper case symbol T. We denote by l(A) or O(A) 
vectors of’ ~1~ components, all equal to 1 or 0 respectively. When the size 
is YE, we simply write 1 or 0 respectively. 
For any row-vector u of B components, we use v(A) to denote the sub- 
vector of u which consists of the 1-2~ elements with indices in subset -4. 
Following [ 61, we say that P is a nearly-completely decomposable n X n 
:;stochastic matrix if, by an appropriate identical re-arrangement of rows 
and columns, we can have 
P=P*+eG, (1) 
-where E is a real number small compared to the elements of P, and where 
P* is stochastic, and cokpZeteZy decomposable into say n, principal ir- 
reducible submatrices (also called aggregates) P*(A X A), P*(BX B), . . . . 
viz: 
P*(AxA) 0 . . , 
0 P*(B X B) . 
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The elements of G are supposed to be at most equal to unity in absolute 
value, and since P and P* are stochastic, the row-sums of G are null. We 
use p(h) to denote the left eigenvector of P associated with the eigenvalue 
h, and p(k, A) to denote the subjector of p(X) which consists of its i2A ele- 
ments with indices in A. 
We define 
s/r(X) = p(X, A) T(A) for all A. 
The vector of tzy componen s s .(h) is denoted s(X). 
To further simplify the notation, sA will stand for sA( 1) and s for s( 1). 
The matrix P is always supposed to be can irreducible matrix. 
%ThecaseL=l 
We aim at expressing the steady state vector p( 1) 
p(l)P=p(l), withp(l)P= 1 (2) 
as a function of (i) the steady-state vectors of the matrices P*(A, A), (ii) 
E, and (iii) the submatrices G(A X P). 
The steady-state probability of being in any one state of the subset A 
is given by sA . Since P is irreducible, sA # 0 for all .A and moreover 
SIT(r)= 1 (3) 
with 1 (y) denoting the vector of yzy components all equal to 1. 
Let us define 
n(A)=p(l,A)/s~, for allA, 
with n(A) IT(A) = 1, as the vector of steady-state conditional probabilities 
relative to the states of A. 
Then the steady-state probability of a transition from any one state of 
A to any one state of B is given br 
qA B = n(A)P(AxB)IT(B) , (4) 
and, if Q is the matrix of these transition probabilities, we have: 
sQ=s. (3 
Now, since h = 1 is a simple eigenvalue of e get from (2) t 
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sufficiently small e, each element of p( l), and thus of n(A), s and Q is 
analytic in tz. 
We have, for all. A, 
n(A) = n*(A) + &(A) + c2 2w(A) + . . . . (6.1) 
(6.2) 
(IA I B = Ir*(/t).p”(A x B) IT(B) 
+e(n*(14)G(:AXB)l”(B)+ h(A)P*<Ax B)lT(B)) 
+ e2(‘n(A) G(AX B)lT(B) + 2a(A)P*(AX B)lT(B)) I- ,a. , (6.3) 
multiplying both sides of (6.1) by IT(A) we obtain immediately: 
r*(A)lT(A) = 1 ‘?r(A)lT(A) = 0 (i 2 l), (7) 
similarly writing (6.2) in vector form and multiplying both sides by 1: 
yields 
s*IT(y) = 1, ‘slT(‘y)=O (i> l), (8) 
And since 
P*(A X B) = O(A X B), for all A # B, 
we have also (GAB denoting the Kronecker symbol): 
( 1 Y 
n*(A) P*(A X B) IT(B) = 6AB, 
1s(A)P*(.4 x BQ IT(B) = 2r(A) P*(A x B) IT(B) = 0. 
Setting 
‘qA B = n*(A) G(A k B) IT@), , W-0 
2qA B’ = ‘n(A) G(A X B) IT(B) , 
we finally obtain 
(11) 
Q-,r(r)+elQ+,:z 2Q+ . . . . (12) 
As in any classical perturbation approach, the keypoint of this paper 
lies in the identification of the coefficients of the E powers in both sides 
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of the steady-state quation (2) written as 
C$B~~(&)P(BXA)=~A?~(A). 
B 
(13) 
Identifying in both sides of (13) the term independent from E yields, be- 
cause of (9) 
n*(A)P*(A X A) = n*(A), for all A; W) 
this, with (7), proves that n*(A), the first term of the vector series (6.1) 
is nothing else but the steady-state vector of P*(A X A). Similarly identi- 
fying in (13) the terms in e yields: 
~sj$~*(B)G(BXA)+~sjjln(B)P*(BXA)+ z ‘sBr*(B)P*(BXA) 
B 
= SJ $(A) + $A r*(A), for all A; 
again because of (9), and with (7), we obtain: 
83 %A)[P*(A xA) - I(A)] = --9 s&r*(B) G(B x A), 
(13 
‘n(A) IT(~) = 8. 
This y1A X nA system gives a solution for ‘n(A) as a function of the vectors 
n*(A), defined by (14) and (7) and as a function of s*. But replacing s
arlid Q in (5) by (6.2) and (12), and identifying the E terms yields, with 
(8), the yly x ny system: 
s” 'Q = O(y), 
s” IT(y) = 1, 
UN 
which also gives a solution for s* as a function of R*. 
Moreover, identifying the e2 terms in (5) yields, with (8): 
ls’Q = _s*2Q, 
5 IT(y) = 0, 
which gives ‘s as a function of s* and %r. 
These results may be summarized in the following. 
If P is block-stochastic, the rowsunr.~~ in each submatrix G(A x 8) we 
also equai and it results from ( 10) ancl Q 11) that 
. 
iq44,B = 0, for all i > 1; 
hence (12) and (5) become respectively 
Thus, becrtuzje or Q) sllnd (M), we obtain in (62) 
and, post-multiplying bly l”(A), 
with s(h) IT(X) = 0, and where A’, p’, s’ -+ 0 as E -+ 0. 
We shall adopt the following normalizatisn: 
p(X)p(A)T = 1, (20) 
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with9 (p&Q) = 0, where 
(i) 9 denotes the imaginary part, 
(ii) d is the first state such that p,*(X) f 0, (p(X) # 0). Lee D be the ag- 
gregate corresponding to d. This last constraint avoids the indetermina- 
tkx~ of p(X) with regard to multiplication by eie. 
We obtain 
‘&“(X,B)p*(X, B)’ = 1, 
I3 
9CP,*(V~ = 0. 
(21) 
Identifying in (19) the terms independent of E, we obtain for all A, 
~*(a, A)P(A x A) = h*p”(X, A). (22) 
At this point, two cases must be distinguished: 
A*=1 or A*# 16 
6.1, The subcase A* = f 
As 1 is a semi-simple (diagonalizable) igenvalue of’P* we know (see 
for instance [4, p. 82, Th. 2.3] that, for e sufficiently small9 
x= l+a’XcO(@). 
with 
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In this case (22) reduces to 
n*(A, A) P*(A X A) = n*(h, A) 
which gives by identification with (14) and (7): 
n*(X, A) 5 r*(A), for all A. 
Right-multiplication of (19) by IT(A) on A yields 
sJ(eA) + si(hl e) + E &“(A, B) G(B x A) lT(A) + O(E) 
B 
dividing by E and letting c -+ 0, we get 
s*(A)['Q - ‘Id(r)] = 0. (23) 
Noting that s*(h) lT(7) = 0 is an immediate consequence sf (23), we as- 
sociate instead with (23) the normalizakn 
c I s$(A) I2 [a*(13)n*(B)T] = 1, (24.1) 
La 
$?(S2;(3, E 0, (24.2) 
which results fmm (20); IQ is sf rank ny --- 1 the system (23), (24) gives 
the fiy - 1 eigenvalues 1 X of ‘& and corresponding normalized eigenvec- 
tars P(X‘,‘ 
With this solution the approxim~tiom s$(A)a*(A) for p(h, A) may MS- 
ily be obtained, At this point, we ctlnnot’sey anything about the dcoelsp- 
ment of p’ (end B’, n’) in teum~ of e, Ht)w:~v%r, wekmw, from [4] that, if 
Ih is ss=ni-simple, X can Ix expanded, for e suffickntly mall, as 
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which also gives 
‘p(A, A) = sj(X) h(h, A) f ‘s,&) n:‘$4). 
Then, identifying the terms in e WI both sides of (19) yields for all A 
&J(X) ‘n(X, A)[P*(A x A) - I(A)] = Ihsj(X)n*(A) - Cs$(h)n*(B)C(BX..4) 
B 
(26) 
equation (26) can now be used with 
%(X,A)lT(A)=O (27) 
to obtain a unique solution for %(A, A). 
Hence, a right-multiplication of (19) by 11 on A and identification of 
terms in e2 gives: 
13 lsB(hj[lqB,A - 1h6,Bl 
B 
= 2Xsj(X) - Es*(X) ‘s(h, B) G(BxA) lT(A). 
BB’ 
(28) 
Together with 
‘s(x) IT(y) = 6 
and (ZO), the system: 
(29) 
_-- -- 
F [sj(h) $#(A) +‘sB(h) @(h)] h*(B) n*(B)T] 
-- 
+ z Is~(X,~~ [n*(B) k(X, B)T + %(X, B) n*(BITI = 0, (30) 
B 
gives a solution in Is(X) and 2X. 
One can show that this solution is unique. Collecting the results ob- 
tained above \nre have the following. 
Theorem 2. When h* = 1 p the first terms of the development of p(X, A) 
and X are given, for e sufficiently small and ‘X ?T/:,ili-simple, by 
x= 1 4h+e22X+o(E2) 
p(k A) = sj(X)r*(A) + &(h)n*(A) +sJ(hj ‘w(h, A)} + o(e) 
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where IX and s*(X) are an eigenvalue and left-eigenvector of IQ normalized 
by (24); ‘a(X, A) is the unique soiution of (26) and (27); and Is(h) and 2X 
are unique solutions of (28), (29) and (30). 
Remarks. (1) If for some A, sJ (A) = 0, 
p(X, A) = e’p(X, A) + . . . , 
and identifying in (19) the te-ms in e yields: 
‘P& AWYA x A’! - l(A)] = - c 
B#A 
sJ(X)Ir”(B) G(B x A), 
which gives immediately the termin E of p(h, A). Note that sj(X) = 0 iff 
p*(A, A) s O(A) and thereby, b ecause of (2 1). not all sj (X) can be zero. 
(2) Defining Q(L) as a matrix of elements 
qA,B(h) = x(?l, A) P(A X B) IT(B), 
it is easy to deduce from (19) that any eigenvalue X of P is also an eigen- 
value of Q(A) associated with the eigenvector s(h). When X + h* = 1 with 
E + 0, equations (23) and (28) can also be easily obtained from equation 
s(X) Q<N = ~s~~~ 
(3) Suppose P is block-stochastic; then 
qA, B@) = qA, B = l(A)P(A x B) lT@)/nA ; 
and if rT(X) denotes a right eigenvector of Q(x), associated with the eigen- 
value h, we have 
Q(h) rT(X) = X rT(X), 
orforallAandiEA, 
cP(ix B) lT(&rB(h)= xrA(h). 
B 
Defining u(X, B) = r,(h) IT(B)+ we see that u(X) is a right eigenvector of P 
associated with the eigenvalue X. This result is identical to [ 2, Corollary 11. 
6.2. The subcase h* + 1 
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We have obtained (22): 
tP(X, A) P*(A X A) z: X*p*(X, A), for all A. 
We shall imit ours&es to the case where, except for h* = 1, all eiqenvsl- 
ues of P* al:e simple; then, there is only one aggregate, say P*(A x A) for 
instance, for which (22) has a nontrivial solution. That is 
p$(X,D) z O(D), for all D # A, 
The normalization (21) gives 
D-8- 
p*@, /&*(A, A)T = 1, 
(in this case, d E A). Kato [4] also shows that X is analytic in e, for all suf- 
ficiently ~11al1 e. p(X, A) is also analytic in e and we can identify coefficients 
of poweri: of e of both sides of (19). 
62.1. Identifying the terms in (s of both sides of (19) &ves over A: 
‘p(X, A)[P*(AXA) - X*I(A)] = ‘Ap*(h, A) -p’(X, A) G(AXA); 
(31) 
the normalization (20) yields 
_I_--- 
$(A, A)p”(X, A)T+ p*(X, A) lp(;A, A)T = 0, (32) 
and a right multiplilcation of both sides of (3 1) by the right eigenvector, 
say r*(h, A)T, elf P*(A, A), gives 
’ Xp”(X, A) r*(?i, A)T - pq’(h, A) G(A x A) r*(h, A)‘I’ = 0. (33) 
Clearly, the system (3 l), (326, (33) allows the computation of ‘71 and 
‘p(A, A) as a function of h*, p*(A, A) and r*(X, A). 
Identifying e terms in (19) over all Cl # A, yields 
(34) 
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which gives 8 unique solution for $2(X, D) since [P*(D X D) - PI(D)] is 
not singular. 
6.22 Identifying the terms in l&2 of both sides of (19) gives over A : 
‘~(1, A)l?*(A x A) p- h*l(A)] = 2hp”(X, A) t ‘X’p(h, A) 
- c”p(X, B) G(B x A). (3.5) 
B 
Extending normalization ((20) oiler the e2 terms yields: 
-- I. -_-- -*_______1_ L. 
i~*(h A) 2p(h AIT + c ‘~()a, B) ‘p(X, s)T + 2p(x, A)p”(h, A)T = 0, (36) 
B 
and a right multiplication of (35) by r*(X, A)T gives 
2Xp*(X, A)r*(li, A) T + %‘p(X, -4) r*(A, A)T - B C’pl(x, B) G(Bx A)r*(X, A)T = 0. 
(37) 
Thus, the system (35), (36) and (37) allows the computation of ‘p(A, A) 
and 2X. 
Finally, identifying the e2 terms in (19) over all B + A yields: 
2~Oe DWW x Dl - x*IUXl = ‘X’p(X, D) -- C$J(X, B) G(BXD) (3x) 
B 
which h;.is a unique solution for 2p(X, D). 
6.2.X Collecting the foregoing results, we obtain 
Theorem 3. An eigenvalue X which for E + 0 approaches the eigenvalue 
A* # 1 of aggregate A is given, for E sufficien tZy smar’l and h* simple, t>y 
X=X*+E%+e22h+O(e2) 
and the components of its associated eigenvector p(X) are given by 
p(h, A) = p”(h, A) + dp(h, A) + e2 2p(h, A) + o(e2), 
p(A, D)= $p(X, D) + e2 2p(X,D) + o(e2), for allD # A, 
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where p*@, A) and h* are given by (22); Ip(X, A:/ and “x by (3 I:), (32) and 
(33); ‘p(?t, D) by (34j; 2p(X, A) aud ‘X by (39, (36) and (3 7); 2p(X, D) by 
(38) . 
Conclusion 
Using a classical perturbation aapproach, wehave obtained the first terms 
in the expansions ofeigencharactleristics of nearly-decomposable stochastic 
matrices8 This approach offers the> following advantages: 
the equations obtained h&e arc independent of e, and so are useful for 
all sufficiently small E. 
these quations are easily generalized tothe next terms in the expansions, 
and ,aggregation can be used at each ster ;
the existence and uniqueness of the solutions can be proved; 
by ushg some results on perturbations in linear operators, the candie 
tione for abtainin integer powers cf e in the first terms of the expansion 
can be spe~i~ied~ 
